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A Data Model and A Query Language for Object-Oriented Databases�Manojit SarkarSteven P. ReissDepartment of Computer ScienceBrown UniversityProvidence, RI 02912 USAAbstractWe present an object-oriented data model, and a pow-erful declarative query language. The data model elimi-nates the object-versus-values dichotomy by representingall entities as objects. This is achieved at no loss of mod-eling power, or performance. The data model providesfor private ownership of objects by other objects. Theoperational part of the data model is also simple. Wepresent a rule-based query language called OQL (Ob-ject Query Language) based on the data model. OQLcreates and manipulates objects without explicitly re-ferring to object identi�ers. It is statically typed, andcapable of creating new objects of arbitrary types. It canexpress recursive queries, eliminate duplicates, manipu-late mixture of tuple-valued, set-valued and list-valuedobjects, and express queries involving inheritance trees.We present an object-algebra, an assignment operator,and a REPEAT UNTIL loop construct which are usedto implement OQL. Reduction of OQL to algebra, as-signment operation, and loop construct, and reductionof algebra, assignment operation, and loop construct toOQL are also discussed.1 MotivationWe started investigating object-oriented database sys-tems for constructing abstract information about pro-grams, called program abstractions, by retrieving infor-mation from some form of stored representation of pro-grams, called program database. The idea is to generateabstractions by querying the database, the answers tothe queries are the target abstractions. These abstrac-tions are subsequently visualized graphically, and ourfull system is a program visualization system 1.The data model of our full program visualization sys-tem is object-oriented, and we wanted a database witha compatible data model. This paper presents a data�Support for this research was provided by NSF grantsCCR9111507 and CCR9113226, by ARPA order 8225 and by ONRgrant N00014-91-J-40521Readers interested in our program visualization system arereferred to [16]

model, and a query language to be used with our pro-gram visualization system.The query language presented in this paper is namedOQL (Object Query Language). OQL is declarative, andhighly expressive. We use the query language for bothde�nition and generation of abstractions. A declarativelanguage can make this tasks easier. Our goal is to de-velop a language that is nearly as easy or more easy touse than SQL. Higher expressive power is desirable be-cause that allows generation of wider range of abstrac-tions.Our mapping from abstraction objects to their graph-ical visualization is type-based. All the generated ab-stractions therefore must have a type. Also, to providee�ective program visualization, our system must havethe capability to generate abstractions that are not ex-pressed by existing relationships in the database. OQLis therefore designed for creating objects of any arbitrarytype, and the users can de�ne a new type at any time.2 ContributionsThe data model presented in this paper represents all en-tities as objects. The system uses internally generatedobject identi�ers for giving objects their unique identity.An object also has a state, and a behavior. Each objectbelongs to a class. The class de�nes the structure of theobject's state, and its behavior. Classes are organizedin inheritance hierarchy. An object of a class � can beused where an object of � 's superclass is expected. Inher-itance polymorphism is provided through late binding ofmethods based on actual classes of objects.Our data model is conceptually simple. It avoidsthe objects-versus-values dichotomy found in other datamodels such as in [11, 12, 3, 8]. This is achieved at noextra cost. We also show that it is possible to satisfy avariety of data modeling requirements such as values ofO2, composite objects of ORION [4, 10], and own ref ob-jects of EXODUS within the object-oriented paradigm.The conceptual simplicity of the data model does not im-ply lower performance. It is possible to engineer internaloptimizations for good performance.1



The query language OQL is the most important con-tribution of this paper. The language creates and ma-nipulates objects without explicitly referring to objectidenti�ers. It is statically typed. It is capable of creatingnew objects of arbitrary types. It can express recursivequeries, and perform duplicate elimination, and manip-ulate mixture of tuple-valued, set-valed, and list-valuedobjects. It is also capable of expressing queries involvinginheritance trees.OQL is implemented using an object-algebra, an as-signment operator, and a REPEAT UNTIL loop con-struct. The algebra provides new operators for oper-ating on mixture of set-valued, and list-valued objects.The algebra and the language OQL are proved equiva-lent in expressive power.The data model, and the query language is under im-plementation. They have been designed with a practicalapplication in mind. This is discussed in the Motiva-tion section. Section 3 presents the data model. Thealgebraic operators along with the assignment operatorand the loop construct are described in Section 4. Thelanguage OQL, its syntax, typeing, and examples are inSection 5. Section 6 describes the semantics of the OQLprograms, its translation to the object-algebra, and re-duction of the algebraic to OQL. Remaining issues andfuture research are mentioned in Section 7.3 Data ModelWe start a formal description of the data model with thefollowing pairwise disjoint sets:� a �nite set of basic types D� a countably in�nite set of oids O� a �nite set of attribute names A� a �nite set of method names M� a �nite set of class names C3.1 ValuesAn object may have a value. Only structured values canbe values of objects. Structured values are built fromatomic values. Each member of the domain associatedwith a basic type, and each member O is an atomicvalue. This is formalized below.3.1.1 Atomic ValuesThere are four basic types. These are Integer, Float,Boolean, and String. Hence D = fInteger, Float,Boolean, Stringg. The domains of basic types arecalled basic domains. Basic domains are pairwise dis-joint. Each domain consists of a countably in�nite set ofatomic values. For example, the domain of type Integerconsists of the set of all integer values. The atomic values

in basic domains are also called basic values as opposedto oids.A type is either a class or a basic type. Classes arebuilt from basic types and classes using the Tuple, Set,and List constructors. A class built using the Tupleconstructor is called a tuple-class. Similarly a class builtusing the Set, or the List constructor is called a set-class, or a list-class respectively.O has three special members. These are nulltuple,nullset, and nulllist. They denote unde�ned objectsof all tuple-classes, set-classes, and list-classes respec-tively. The value of an unde�ned object is assumed tobe unknown, or an empty-set, or an empty-list depend-ing on the the class of the object. Each member of O isalso an atomic value.3.1.2 Structured ValuesStructured values are constructed from atomic valuesusing the Tuple, Set, and List constructors. There isone special structured value, [ ] which is used to denotethe value any tuple with zero attributes. Note that [ ]and nulltuple are not the same values. The formerdenotes a structured value, while the later is an atomicvalue and the oid of an object whose value is unde�ned.Structured values are de�ned formally as follows:� the value [ ] is a structured value� each tuple of atomic values [a1 : v1; a2 : v2; . . . ; an :vn] is a tuple-value, where n > 0, ai 2 A and vifor i = 1; 2; . . . ; n are attribute names, and atomicvalues respectively� each set of atomic values fv1; v2; . . . ; vng is a set-value, where n > 0, and vi for i = 1; 2; . . . ; n areatomic values� each list of atomic values <v1; v2; . . . ; vn> is a list-value where n > 0, and vi for i = 1; 2; . . . ; n areatomic valuesA set-valued object whose value is an empty-set is con-sidered an unde�ned object. Similarly, a list-valued ob-ject whose value is an empty-list is also considered anunde�ned object. We denote the set of all the struc-tured values by the countably in�nite set V.3.2 ClassesEach object belongs to a class. The class describes thestructure of the object's value, and the object's behavior.The syntax for class de�nitions is as follows:<class decl> ! Class <class name>! Class <class name> <class def><class def> ! [Inherits <superclass name>]<class struc>[Methods f<class method>g]<class struc> ! Tuple `(' f<attr def>g `)'



! Set `(' <basic domain> `)'! Set `(' [Own] <class name> `)'! Set `(' [Own] <class struc> `)'! List `(' <basic domain> `)'! List `(' [Own] <class name> `)'! List `(' [Own] <class struc> `)'<attr def> ! <attr name> `:' <basic domain>! [Own] <attr name> `:' <class name>! [Own] <attr name> `:' <class struc><class method> ! <method sig> <method body><method sig> ! <method name>`(' f<param def>g `)'`:' <result def><param def> ! <basic domain>! <class name>! <class struc><result def> ! <basic domain>! <class name>! <class struc><method body> ! `f' <code> `g'A class may be de�ned by specifying a name, a super-class, a structure, and methods. Superclass and meth-ods are optional. It is also possible to de�ne classesimplicitly without any name, superclass, and methods.Example 3.1 below de�nes �ve explicitly declared classesPoint, Vertex, Edge, SegmentedEdge, and CurvedEdge.It also implicitly declares some classes with no name, nosuperclass, no methods. The class associated with theattribute bendpoints of class SegmemtedEdge is such aclass with structure List(Point). It is also possible tode�ne recursive classes. The syntax also allows a classname to be declared and used �rst, and de�ned later.Example 3.1: The following are some class declara-tions:Class PointTuple (x: Float,y: Float)Methods fdistance (Point): Float f� � �gg;Class VertexTuple (Own position: Point,label: String,radius: Float);Class EdgeTuple (source: Vertex,dest: Vertex,label: String)Methods flength (): Float f� � �gg;Class SegmentedEdgeInherits EdgeTuple (Own bendpoints: List(Point))Methods flength (): Float f� � �gg;Class CurvedEdgeInherits EdgeTuple (Own controlpoints: List (Point))Methods flength (): Float f� � �gg; 2

3.2.1 StructureAll classes must have a structure. As shown above, struc-tures are built using the Tuple, Set, and List construc-tors from basic types, and already declared class names.Any object can be potentially referenced by manyother objects. Sometimes it is necessary to prohibit suchsharing, and allow a class of objects to exclusively referto other objects. This constraint can be speci�ed usingthe \Own" quali�er in attribute de�nitions. An objectheld by an attribute quali�ed as Own cannot be refer-enced by more than one object.3.2.2 MethodsA class declaration may have zero or more methods as apart of the class de�nition. Methods de�ne the object'sbehavior. Each method is a function, it has a signatureand a body . The signature is an expression of the formc : m(�1; �2; . . . ; �n) ! �r where c is the receiver class,m is the method name, �1; �2; . . . ; �n are the types ofthe parameters for some n � 0, and �r is the type of thereturn value. A method's body is a piece of code writtenin some programming language, and it implements theintended function.3.2.3 InheritanceA class declaration may specify a superclass as a partof its class de�nition. Inheritance [6, 7] allows the userto derive new classes from existing classes. Only single-inheritance is allowed in our data model i.e., a class canhave at most one superclass 2.The inheritance relationship is a partial order on theclasses, i.e., it is reexive, antisymmetric and transitive.Since superclasses are optional, the class hierarchy is po-tentially a forest of many disjoint trees, and not a singletree 3.A class inherits the attributes and the methods of itssuperclass by default. The structure and method suiteof the inheriting class therefore include the inherited at-tributes and methods respectively. The inheriting classcan de�ne additional attributes and methods, or rede�neinherited attributes and methods. However the resultingstructure and method suite of the inheriting class mustbe compatible to the structure and method suite of itssuperclass respectively. For de�nitions of structural andmethod suite compatibility see [17].Subclass Relationship: The actual subclass relation-ship must be speci�ed by the user by naming the super-2We feel single-inheritance is adequate for our modeling goal.We plan to incorporate multiple-inheritance if our later needs jus-tify the the additional complexity.3We therefore do not associate systemwide operators with anytop-level class. In our model, they are prede�ned operators appli-cable to any objects of compatible classes.



class during the class de�nition of the subclass. Sinceimplicitly declared classes do not have names, they can-not be declared to be subclass or superclass of any otherclass. The system therefore can assume that the implic-itly declared classes have no subclass, and optimize therepresentation and access of the objects of such classesto achieve better performance. Subclass relationship isdenoted by the symbol \<". If c is a subclass of c0, thenc < c0.Substitutibility: Subclass relationships allow an ob-ject of class c to be used in any context expecting anobject of class c0, where c0 is a superclass of c.Late Binding: Since an object of a certain class can beassigned to a variable of its superclass, given a methodcall on a variable, sometimes the method to be executedcan only be determined at run time based on the object'sactual class. This is known as late binding .Overloading: Method names can also be overloaded byde�ning methods with the same name in more than oneclass not related by subclass-superclass relationships.Such method name overloading can be resolved at com-pile time based on method signatures.Class Equivalence: Two classes are equivalent if theyhave the same name. The system gives internally gen-erated names to classes declared implicitly as the classassociated with the attribute bendpoints in Example3.1. Implicitly declared classes with same structures aregiven the same internally generated name, hence theyare equivalent.3.3 ObjectsAn object's value may or may not be de�ned. An objectwhose value is de�ned is a triple (o; v; c) where o 2 O isthe object's oid, v 2 V is the object's value, and c 2 Cis the object's class.If the value of the object is unde�ned, then its oidmust be nulltuple, or nullset, or nulllist. An ob-ject whose oid is nulltuple is an object of some tuple-class. Similarly, an object with oid nullset is an objectof some set-class, and an object with oid nulllist isan object of some list-class. An object whose value isunde�ned is called an unde�ned object .Equality and Copying: The system provides threeequality operators and two copy operators. The equalityoperators test for id-equality, shallow-equality, and deep-equality. The copy operators return shallow-copy anddeep-copy of a given object. These operators have theirstandard meaning as in [15], interested readers may alsosee [17].

3.4 Class ExtensionsA database schema explicitly declares a set of classesC 2 C. The system maintains an extension for eachclass in C. The extension is the set of all objects ofits associated class. We de�ne a function �d, called thedisjoint oid assignment , from class names to extensions.If for some n � 0, fo1c ; o2c ; . . . ; oncg is the extension ofclass c, then �d(c) = fo1c ; o2c; . . . ; oncg. The function �dis called the disjoint oid assignment because, if c and c0are two di�erent classes in C, then �d(c) \ �d(c0) = �.Given �d, the oid assignment � (inherited from �d) isa function mapping each class name to a set of oids suchthat �(c) = �d(c) [ f�d(c0) j c0 2 C; c0 < cg. In otherwords, � maps a class name to the set of objects of thatclass and all of its subclasses. Given �, the interpretationof a class c is de�ned as follows:� each basic type Integer, String, Float andBoolean has its natural domain� for each tuple-class c, domain(c) = fnulltupleg [�(c)� for each set-class c, domain(c) = fnullsetg[ �(c)� for each list-class c, domain(c) = fnulllistg[�(c)3.5 DatabaseA database consists of a schema S and an instance I.There is a clear separation between the schema and theinstance in our data model.3.5.1 SchemaA database schema is a 3-tuple (C; �;G) where C 2 Cis a set of class names, � is the function mapping classnames to class de�nitions, and G is a set of global vari-ables with associated classes.The sets C and G together act as the entry pointsto the database. Every object in the extensions of Cas well as every object with a global name is persistent .Every object that is a part of a persistent object is alsopersistent.The function � maps class names to class de�nitions.Class hierarchy in C can be constructed from the infor-mation available with the class de�nitions.3.5.2 InstancesAn instance of a database schema consists of a �nite setof objects and the four functions �d, �; �, and . Thefunctions �d; �; �, and  are de�ned as follows:� the function �d is the disjoint oid assignment� the function � is the oid assignment inherited from�d� The function � maps oids to values for all the de-�ned objects in the database instance



� the function  maps variable names in G to objectswhich are the values currently assigned to the vari-ables3.6 Other Data ModelsThe data model presented in this section eliminates thedichotomy of object-versus-values found in other datamodels [3, 8]. This simpli�es the model, and removesany possibility of confusion between objects and valuesas pointed out in [15]. It is however possible to achievethe functionality and performance of values in our datamodel.Values: Values can be thought of as special objectswhich are never shared and have no behavior. Since val-ues are never shared, it is not necessary to refer to themindirectly from multiple objects. It is therefore cheaperto access values. Since values have to behavior, they donot carry any type related information at runtime. It isnever necessary to perform a late binding of any methodon a value based on its actual type. A value of anytype can be assigned to a variable of its supertype. Theassignment however truncates the value if necessary.In our data model, a value is an object of an implic-itly declared class (which speci�es only a structure, butno name, no supertype and no method) and quali�ed asOwn. The attribute bendpoints of class SegmentedEdgein Example 3.1 holds exclusively referenced objects.This provides objects that are never shared and haveno behavior. These objects therefore can be stored andaccessed like values in O2 data model. Since the implic-itly declared classes have no names, there extensions arealso not stored as a part of the database instance. Wepoint out, however, that this is only an internal opti-mization. To the outside users these special objects areno di�erent than the other objects.Shared versus Own: Sharing and exclusive accessare orthogonal issues to information representation. Wethink these two issues should be kept orthogonal in datamodels. Our data model does this by providing a sepa-rate Own quali�er for attributes.It is possible to provide composite object ofORION [4], as well as own ref [8] objects of EXODUSwithin object-oriented paradigm. To implement com-posite objects, one has to introduce the concept owner-ship (not exclusive access) of an object by another ob-ject. The own ref objects require both exclusive accessand ownership, so that when the owner object is deleted,the owned objects are also deleted. In principle, such be-havior are achieved by adding additional constraints oncreation, manipulation, and deletion of objects in thesame basic object graph.

4 Object AlgebraThe operators are categorized into six sets based on thetypes of the arguments they admit.4.1 Object OperatorsCREATE(class-name, value) ! object : Creates an ob-ject of the given class and value.CREATE(class-name) ! object : Creates an unde�nedobject of the given class.SH COPY(object) ! object : Creates a shallow-copy ofthe given object.DEEP COPY(object) ! object : Creates a deep-copy ofthe given object.INVOKE(object, method-name, fobjectg) ! object : In-vokes a method call, and returns the result. The objectsfollowing the method-name are the actual arguments forthe call.FILTER(object , predicate) ! object j null : Returnsthe given object if the given predicate is satis�ed, else itreturns null .CLASS NODE(class-name) ! set-object : Returns�d(class-name) for a class in the database schema.CLASS SUBTREE(class-name) ! set-object : Returns�(class-name) for a class in the database schema.4.2 Tuple OperatorTUP CONSTRUCT(fobjectg) ! tuple-value : Returnsa tuple-value constructed from the given objects. Theorder of the components in the returned value is sameas the order of the arguments.TUP ATTR(tuple-object , attr-name) ! object : Re-turns the value of the attribute.TUP COMP(tuple-object, position) ! object : Tempo-rary tuple-classes created by the algebra are not givenexplicit attribute names. Every component of a tuple-value has an associated position. This operator is usedto extract individual components by position.TUP ADDR(tuple-object , attr-name) ! l-value : It re-turns the l-value of the given attribute. It is used toassign values to the attribute using the ASSIGN opera-tor.4.3 Set OperatorsA set is a collection of objects without duplicates.SET CONSTRUCT(fobjectg) ! set-value : Returns aset-value costructed from the given objects.SET UNION(set-object, set-object) ! set-object : Re-turns the union of the given objects.SET DIFF(set-object, set-object)! set-object : Returns



the di�erence of the given objects.SET PRODUCT(set-object, set-object) ! set-object :Returns the cartesian product of the given objects.SET DE(set-object , equality-op)! set-object : This op-erator is used to eliminate duplicates. Although eachobject is unique, some objects may be shallow-equal, ordeep-equal to each other.SET COLLAPSE(set-object)! list-object : This opera-tor takes a set-valued object whose value consists of a setof set-valued objects. It produces list-object whose valueis the concatenation of the values of those set-valued ob-jects.SET APPLY(set-object , op-sequence) ! set-object : Itapplies a given operator sequence on the elements of thevalue of a set-valued object to produce a set-valued ob-ject.SET TO LIST(set-object)! list-object : Returns a list-valued object created from the objects in the set-value.4.4 List OperatorsA list is a sequence of elements of variable length andmay have duplicate elements.LIST CONSTRUCT(fobjectg) ! list-value : Returns alist-value constructed from the given objects. The or-der of elements in the list is same as the order of thearguments.LIST CAT(list-object , list-object) ! list-object : Re-turns a list-valued object whose value is created by con-catenating the second list to the �rst list.LIST DIFF(list-object , list-object) ! list-object : Thisoperator returns a list which has all the elements of the�rst list except the elements of the second list. The orderof the remaining elements in the returned list in same asthe order of the elements in the �rst list.Example 4.1: Suppose we have two lists L1 and L2with values <1 3 2 1 2 3 5 5 7> and <3 5 3 6 6> thenLIST DIFF(L1; L2) is a list with value <1 2 1 2 7>.Since 3 and 5 are elements ofL2, they cannot be elementsof the resulting list. The order of the remaining elementsis preserved.LIST PRODUCT(list-object , list-object) ! list-object :Returns a list which is an ordered cartesian product ofthe given lists. This is not a commutative operation.Example 4.2: Suppose we have two lists L1 andL2 with values <4 2 5> and <7 9 6>, thenLIST PRODUCT(L1; L2) has value <o1; o2; . . . ; o9>where oi for i = 1; 2; . . . ; 9 are the oids of tuples withvalues [4 7], [4 9], [4 6], [2 7], [2 9], [2 6], [5 7], [5 9], and[5 6] respectively.LIST DE(list-object , eq-op) ! list-object : Eliminatesduplicates from lists. The �rst object is retained.LIST COLLAPSE(list-object) ! list-object : Returns a

list by concatenating all the lists within the input list inthe same order.LIST APPLY(list-object , op-seq)! list-object : Returnsa list of results of application of operator sequence to listelements.LIST TO SET(list-object)! set-object : Produces a setfrom the elements of the list.4.5 Mixed OperatorsSET LIST COLLAPSE(set-object) ! list-object : Re-turns a list, created by concatenating the lists in thegiven set in any arbitrary order.LIST SET COLLAPSElist-object) ! list-object : Re-turns a list by converting the sets to lists and concate-nating them in the order of the given list.4.6 Other OperationsASSIGN(variable, object) : Assigns a value to a variable.It operates by creating side e�ect. It does not return anyresult.REPEAT UNTIL(expr-sequence, predicate) : Evaluatesthe expressions repeatedly till the predicate is satis�ed.This operator is used to evaluate recursive queries.5 Query Language OQLThe Object Query Language OQL is rule-based. It al-lows strati�ed negation. It is statically typed. The lan-guage allows one to manipulate mixture of tuple-valued,set-valued and list-valued objects obeying certain type-ing restrictions. It also includes mechanisms to expressqueries involving inheritance relationships of classes. Fi-nally, the language provides mechanisms for creating ob-jects of arbitrary types.5.1 SyntaxThe syntax for an OQL program is given below. Detailedsemantics are described in Section 6. A program consistsof a sequence of statements. Each statement is either anassignment or a rule.An assignment assigns an r-value to an l-value if thequali�ers are satis�ed. The object expression in the as-signment statement provides an r-value, and the pathexpression provides the l-value. The symbol \:=" is theassignment operator.A rule has a head and a body. A head is a special typeof literal with a path expression, an optional equalityoperator, and an object expression. There are three sys-tem de�ned equality operators for id-equality, shallow-equality, and deep-equality.



<prog> ! f<statement>g<statement> ! <assign>! <rule><assign> ! <path-expr> `:=' <obj-expr> f<qual>g<rule> ! <head> ` ' <body><head> ! <path-expr> `(' [<eq-op>] <obj-expr> `)'<body> ! f<literal>g<literal>! <gen>! <qual><gen> ! [:] <class-expr> `(' <var-name> `)'! [:]<obj-expr> `(' <var-name> `)'<qual> ! [:] <obj-expr> <op> <obj-expr><path-expr> ! <var-name>! <path expr> `.' <attr name><obj-expr> ! <basic-value>! <var-name>! <obj-expr> `.' <attr-name>! <obj-expr> `.' <meth-call>! `new' <class-name> `(' <value> `)'! <copy-op> <obj-expr><class-expr> ! <class-name>! <class-name> `�'<value> ! <empty>! `[' f<attr-name> `:' <obj-expr>g `]'! `f' f<obj-expr>g `g'! `<' f<obj-expr>g `>'<meth-call> ! <meth-name> `(' f<obj-expr>g ')'Each body consists of a set of literals. Each literal iseither a generator or a quali�er. Our data model hasno relations. There are only set-valued and list-valuedobjects. Generators therefore have one variable withinparenthesis. This variables are called range variablesof the generators. The symbol \:" denotes negation.All the range variables of non-negated generators of asingle rule body must be di�erent. A quali�er speci�esa condition.A class expression stands for a set of objects of thatclass. If c is a class name, then the expression c standsfor the extension of that class, and c� stands for theunion of the extension of the class and the extensions ofall its subclasses.The \." operator in the path expression either ex-tracts an attribute from a tuple-value, or invokes amethod on an object. A method call needs the methodname, and the required number of object expressions foractual arguments.The \new" operator creates a new object with thegiven class and value. A value is a structured value.If the value is empty, the \new" operator returns an un-de�ned object of the given class.5.2 Typing RestrictionsOQL programs are statically typed. There is a typeassociated with each path expression, object expression,

class expression, and basic value.A object expression of class c can be assigned to apath expression of class c or a superclass of class c only.In the head of a rule, if � is the type associated withthe object expression, then the type associated withthe path expression must be either Set(� 0) or List(� 0)where � 0 is a supertype of � .In a generator literal, if � is the class name used inthe class expression, then the type associated with theclass expression is Set(� ), and the type associated withits range variable is � . Similarly, if Set(� ) is the typeassociated with the object expression, then the type ofits range variable is � .In a quali�er, the equality operators must be appliedto object expressions of same type.In path and object expressions, the attributes andmethods must be de�ned at the appropriate classes, andthe arguments for the method calls must be object ex-pressions of required types.In an object expression, the \new" operator must beprovided with a value appropriate for the given class.Finally, if the head of a rule has a path expression oftype List(�) for some type � , then the generators inthe rule body may only be object expressions followedby range variables within parenthesis, and the types ofthe object expressions can only be list-classes. This re-striction is necessary in order to de�ne a deterministicorder for the elements of the list in the head. Since setsare unordered, allowing sets would make the order of theelements non-deterministic. It is however permissible touse list-valued objects in body, and path expressions ofset-class in the head.5.3 ExamplesExample 5.1 Set Filter: Let V be a set of vertices.Vertex class is declared in Example 3.1. We want tocreate a set of objects with the label, and positionof vertices of radius greater than 10.0. This query isexpressed as follows:Class City Tuple(name: String, loc: Point);C: Set(City);C(=s new City([name: v.label,loc: sh-copy(v.position)])) V(v), v.radius > 10.0This query declares a new class City, and a new variableC of the newly declared class. It uses the \new" opera-tor and the \sh-copy" operator to create new objects.The copy operator is necessary because the positionattribute of the Vertex class is quali�ed as Own. Thisquali�cation prevents sharing of the objects held by theposition attribute. The program also uses the shallow-equality operator \=s" to eliminate duplicates. 2Example 5.2 Nesting and Unnesting: Let T be anyarbitrary type in the following declarations.



Class C1 Tuple(a1: T, a2: Set(T));Class C2 Tuple(b1: T, b2: T);R1, R3: C1;R2: C2;Assume that initially R1 holds a set of objects of classC1, and other two variables hold unde�ned objects. Wewant to unnest R1 into R2, and then nest R2 into R3.The program below unnests R1 into R2:R2(� new C2([b1: x.a1, b2: y])) R1(x), x.a2(y)The following program nests R2 into R3:R3(=s new C1([a1: x.b1, a2: nullset])) R2(x)y.a2(� sh-copy(x.b2)) R3(y), R2(x), y.a1 =s x.b1Notice the unnesting program uses the id-equality oper-ator, and the nesting program uses the shallow-equalityoperator in the �rst rule, and id-equality in the secondrule along with a copy operator. The copy operator en-sures that nesting and unnesting operation will be in-verse operations. 2Example 5.3 Transitive Closure: Consider a set ofobjects E of class Edge as in Example 3.1. We want tocompute the transitive closure of E and create a new setof objects R of class Reachable as declared below. Thefollowing program performs is computation:Class Reachable Tuple(s: Vertex, d: Vertex);R(=s new Reachable([s: e.source, d: e.dest]) E(e)R(=s new Reachable([s: r.source, d: e.dest]) R(r), E(e), r.d � e.sourceThe program above uses the shallow-equality operatorin the heads. This ensures that R does not contain du-plicate (source, destination) pairs. The program belowis another version of the query.R(� new Reachable([s: e.source, d: e.dest]) E(e)R(� new Reachable([s: r.source, d: e.dest]) R(r), E(e), r.d � e.sourceThis program uses the id-equality operator in the heads.This program therefore may cause R to contain duplicate(source, destination) pairs if there is more than one pathfrom source to destination. This program will also neverterminate if there are cycles in the graph. 2Example 5.4 Inheritance Tree Queries: This ex-ample uses the Edge, SegmentedEdge, and CurvedEdgeclasses de�ned in Example 3.1. The query below re-trieves all the database edges which are neither seg-mented nor curved, and of length less than 20.0:

E1: Edge;E1(� e)  Edge(e), e.length() < 20.0All database edges of length less than 20.0 are retrievedby the following query:E2: Edge;E2(� e)  Edge�(e), e.length() < 20.0All database edges of length less than 20.0 except thesegmented edges are retrieved by the following query:E3: Edge;E3(� e)  Edge�(e), : SegmentedEdge(e),e.length() < 20.0This example shows the use of class extensions, and theclass expressions involving \�" and \:" operators fordealing with class hierarchies. 2OQL is capable expressing a wide range of queries suchpowerset computation and grouping. Interested readerscan �nd more examples in [18].6 Semantics of OQLThe semantics of OQL is de�ned by an algorithm thattranslates OQL programs into algebraic operations, as-signment operations and REPEAT UNTIL loops. Inthis section we describe an informal and intuitive mean-ing for OQL programs.Variables: OQL is similar in spirit to Datalog [20].OQL programs computes values of database variableswhose values are unde�ned from database variableswhose values are de�ned. These are called intensionaldatabase variables or IDB variables and extensionaldatabase variables or EDB variables respectively.Classes: We also call the classes that are part of thedatabase schema the EDB classes, while the classes de-�ned in an OQL program are IDB classes. IDB classesare not part of the schema, and they do not take part inthe inheritance hierarchy, their extensions are not storedin the database, and they cannot be used in the class ex-pressions.6.1 ExpressionsPath Expressions: Path expressions are used to nav-igate through the object graph. A path expression is avariable name followed by a sequence of zero or more at-tribute names separated by \." operators. It has bothl-value, and r-value. The l-value and the r-value of thepath expression E, denoted by LVAL(E) and RVAL(E)respectively, are de�ned as follows:� if it is a variable name, then LVAL(E) andRVAL(E) are the l-value and the r-value of the vari-able respectively



� if it is of the form <path-expr>.<attr-name>, thenLVAL(E) = TUP ADDR(RVAL(path-expr), attr-name), and RVAL(E) = TUP ATTR(RVAL(path-expr), attr-name)Object Expressions: Object expressions have only r-values. The value of an object expression E denoted byRVAL(E) is de�ned as follows:� if it is a basic value, the basic value is the value ofthe object expression� if it is of the form <obj-expr>.<attr-name> thenRVAL(E) = TUP ATTR(RVAL(obj-expr), attr-name)� if it is of the form <obj-expr>1.<meth-name>(<obj-expr>2, <obj-expr>3; . . . ; <obj-expr>n),then RVAL(E) = INVOKE(RVAL<obj-expr)>1 ,<meth-name>, RVAL(<obj-expr)>2, RVAL(<obj-expr)>3; . . . ; RVAL(<obj-expr)>n)� if it is of the form new <class-name>(<value>),then RVAL(E) = CREATE(class-name, value)� if it is of the form <copy-op><obj-expr>,then RVAL(E) = SH COPY(RVAL(obj-expr))or DEEP COPY(RVAL(obj-expr)) depending onwhether <copy-op> speci�es a shallow-copy or adeep-copy respectivelyClass Expressions: Class expressions are used to de-note class extensions. They only have r-values. Let c bethe name of an EDB class. Then the value of the classexpression c, denoted by RVAL(c), is CLASS NODE(c),and the value of the class expression c�, RVAL(c�) =CLASS SUBTREE(c)6.2 RestrictionsMonotonicity: OQL programs do not delete databaseobjects, and do not modify the existing value of anyvariable of any tuple-class. They may insert objects intosets, and append objects to lists. but they do not removeobjects from sets, or lists.Safety: All the OQL programs must be safe. Safetyis necessary to ensure �niteness of IDB sets and lists.An OQL program is safe if all the rules in the programare safe. A rule is safe if all the variables appearing inthe rule are limited . The limited variables are de�ned asfollows.� any EDB variable, IDB variable, or range variableof a non-negated generator is limited� variable x is limited if it appears in a quali�er suchas x � E, or E � x, where E is an object expression� variable x is limited if it appears in a quali�er literalsuch as x � y, or y � x, where y is a variable alreadyknown to be limited
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arc from variable P to variable Q if there is rule with abody literal P and with a head literal Q. A program isrecursive if its dependency graph has at least one cycle.A program with acyclic dependency graph is recursion-free.All variables that are on one more cycles are calledrecursive variables. A variable is non-recursive if it isnot part of any cycle. A recursive program may havenon-recursive variables.6.5 Recursion-Free Negation-Free OQLIf the rules are not recursive, we can order the the nodesof the Dependency graph P1; P2; . . . ; Pn so that if thereis an arc Pi ! Pj then i < j. We can then computethe values for the variables P1; P2; . . . ; Pn in that order,knowing that when we work of Pi the values for all thevariables that are required to compute Pi are alreadyknown. The computation is done in two steps, i) �rstcompute the values corresponding to the rule bodies, ii)then combine the results from the rules that computethe same IDB variable.Preventing Loss of Objects: The semantics of thelanguage ensures no \information loss". Coverting a listto a set may cause loss of information due to eliminationof duplicates. Converting a set to a list causes no loss ofinformation because the set can be reconstructed fromthe list. All implicit conversions are therefore done fromset to list only.When sets and lists and lists are mixed inthe rule body, sets are implicitly converted tolists for applying the LIST PRODUCT operator.The operators SET COLLAPSE, LIST COLLAPSE,SET LIST COLLAPSE, and LIST SET COLLAPSEhave been designed to return lists for the same reason.A list is converted to a set only when explicitly asked.OQL does not allow explicit conversion of sets to listsbecause the ordering of the elements would be unknown.Duplicate Elimination: Duplicate elimination is ex-pressed by specifying an equality operator in the headliteral such as in the rule L2(=d y)  L1(y). Assumethat L1 is an EDB variable of type List(T) for sometype T. The head of this rule stands for the predicate\there is one object in L2 that is deep-equal to y". Thisrule is translated to ASSIGN(L2, LIST DE(L1, =d)).Join Queries: Join queries are translated toSET PRODUCT or LIST PRODUCT operations, andFILTER operation to select resulting tuples.Example 6.1 Join Queries: Assume that L1, L2 areEDB variables, and L3 is an IDB variable in the followingprogram.Class C1 Tuple(a: T, b: T);Class C2 Tuple(a: T, c: T);Class C3 Tuple(a: T, b: T, c: T);
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shown in the following example.Example 6.3 Order of List Elements: Let L1, andL2 be two lists with values <1 2>, and <1.0 2.0>. Thefollowing rule computes L3 from L1 and L2.Class Pair Tuple(a1: Integer, a2: Float);L3: Set(Pair);L3(new Pair([a1: x, a2: y]))  L1(x), L2(y)The above program assigns the list of oids < o1; o2; o3; o4> to L3, where value of the objects are [1 1.0], [1 2.0],[2 1.0], [2 2.0]. In the program below the order of thegenerators in the body has been changed.L3(new Pair([a1: x, a2: y]))  L2(y), L1(x)This program assigns a list of four oids to L3, but theirvalues are [1 1.0], [2 1.0], [1 2.0], [2 2.0] respectively. 2Combining Results from Multiple Rules: An IDBvariable may appear at the head of several rules. If suchan IDB variable is a set, its value is computed by takingunion of the values computed by the individual rule bod-ies. If the variable is list, its value is computed by con-catenating the values computed by the individual rules.The order of concatenation is same as the order the orderof appearance of the rules in the program.6.6 Recursive Negation-Free OQLRecursive programs are evaluated by computing least�xed points of OQL equations with a REPEAT UNTILloop. Assume that a program computes values of mIDB variables P1; P2; . . .Pm. Initially all the IDB vari-ables are unde�ned. We introduce a temporary variableQi for each IDB variable Pi. Qi is assigned the cur-rent value of Pi for all i = 1 to m at the beginning ofthe loop. Assume that EXPR(Pi) is the algebraic ex-pression for computing the value of variable Pi from thecurrently assigned values of Q's, and other EDB vari-ables, basic values, method names, attribute names andclass names. EXPR(Pi) is constructed in the same wayas for the recursion-free programs. The program belowshows the least �xed point computation. Due to mono-tonicity, IDB variables will only grow in size, hence ifthe program doesn't specify an in�nite computation, a�xed point will be reached.REPEATASSIGN(Q1, P1);ASSIGN(Q2, P2);...ASSIGN(Qm, Pm);ASSIGN(P1, EXPR(P1));ASSIGN(P2, EXPR(P2));...ASSIGN(Pm, EXPR(Pm));UNTIL (P1 = Q1) ^ (P2 = Q2) ^ . . .^ (Pm = Qm)

The order of elements in IDB lists is same as for non-recursive programs for each individual iteration of theloop, and each successive iteration appends the newlycomputed elements at the end. OQL programs neverinsert elements into lists at arbitrary locations.6.7 OQL with NegationOQL programs with negation must be safe and strati-�ed. Rules are strati�ed if whenever there is a rule withhead IDB variable P and a negated subgoal with pred-icate Q, there is no path in the dependency graph fromP to Q. One can use the algorithm given in [20] to testfor and �nd strati�cation. A strati�ed program is eval-uated stratum by stratum, starting from the lowest tothe highest.When stratum i is being evaluated, the values for theIDB variables at lower strata have already been com-puted. Let :Q(x) be the negated generator at stratumi. The range variable x must appear in exactly one non-negated generator by the syntax rules and the safety cri-teria. Let this generator be P (x). Then the value of thenegated generator is SET DIFF(P , Q) or LIST DIFF(P ,Q) depending on whether P and Q are sets or lists re-spectively.6.8 Equivalence of OQL and AlgebraReduction of OQL to algebra : Reduction of OQLto the algebra is proved by the algorithm for translatingOQL programs to the algebra. We have already outlinedthe basic approach. Readers may �nd a formal algorithmin [18].Reduction of algebra to OQL : Reduction of thealgebra to OQL is proved by case-based induction. Weomit most of the cases as our goal is to simply give theavor of the proof. Details can be found in [18]. Theproof proceeds by induction on number of operators inan algebraic expression E.An algebraic expression consists of EDB variables,IDB variables, class names, attribute names, methodnames, basic values, equality operators, predicates, andone or more algebraic operators. Each expression musthave an ASSIGN operator at the root of the expressiontree.Base Case: One ASSIGN operator in E.� Algebra: ASSIGN(v1, v2) or ASSIGN(v1, b)In this case v1 must be an IDB variable, v2 must bean EDB variable, and b is a basic value.OQL: v1 := v2 or v1 := bInductive Case : Two or more operators in E. Thelast operation to be performed in a expression is alwaysan assignment. The following are some expressions andtheir equivalent OQL programs:



� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1, CREATE(class-name, E2))OQL: E1 := new class-name(E2)� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1,TUP ATTR(E2,attr-name))OQL: E1 := E2.attr-name� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1, SET PRODUCT(E2, E3))OQL: E1(new TempClass([#1: x, #2: y])) E2(x); E3(y)� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1, SET COLLAPSE(E2))OQL: E1(y) E2(x); x(y)� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1, SET APPLY(E2, op-seq))OQL: E1(op-seq(x))  E2(x)� Algebra: ASSIGN(E1, LIST CAT(E2, E3))OQL: E1(x) E2(x)E1(x) E3(x)6.9 Other Languages and AlgebraOQL is partially inuenced by IQL [1]. OQL is howeversimpler than IQL, because it manipulates only objects,it never makes explicit reference to oids, and it does notmanipulate relations. It is also more powerful becauseit can express duplicate elimination, manipulate lists,handle inheritance trees. IQL is more powerful thanlanguages in [5, 14]. User-level query laguages such asEXCESS [8] and [2] are can be seen as sublanguagesof OQL. Shaw and Zdonik [19], and Vadenberg andDeWitt [21] provide object-algebra for object-orienteddatabases. But neither of them attempt to manipulatemixture of sets and lists.A few other languages attempt to incorporate object-oriented features into logic programs. But that is not thegoal of OQL. OQL uses the logic programming paradigmsimply to query database objects with a declarative lan-guage.7 ConclusionsWe have presented a data model, a query language, andan algebra. The data model simpli�es the existing datamodels without loss of modeling power or performance.The algebra has new operators for manipulatingmixtureof sets and lists. The query language OQL is the mostsigni�cant contribution of this paper. To our knowledgeno other query language for object-oriented databaseshas been able to combine the power and simplicity ofOQL.We are currently in the process of implementing thesystem. This paper has not discussed query optimiza-tion. We are investigating possible rewriting rules foroptimizing query trees.OQL is designed to be an ad hoc query language. Itis not suitable for performing computation. We are also
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